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Analyzing Listeners’ Empathy by Their Nonverbal
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Abstract: Nonverbal information plays an important role to convey feelings and/or interests of the people in conversa-
tions. Since Bibliobattle, a book-review game, has pleasant features to investigate non-verbal information on conversa-
tion settings, we conduct a series of experiments on Bibliobattle settings. In Bibliobattle, each speaker presents his/her
own recommended book to listeners as a bibliobattler in 5 minutes. At the end of all presentations, everyone votes
for the champion book. We analyzed a series of Bibliobattle experiments by video investigation. In the analysis, we
focused on the listeners’ non-verbal information, in particular, nods, laughs and change postures. Our results showed
that there are co-occurrence of nonverbal action among the audience in Bibliobattles. The frequency of co-occurrence
of positive non-verbal information were assumed to be excitement of the presentation. However, interestingly, the
results showed that the frequency does not affect the result of voting for the champion book in Bibliobattle. We discuss
the cause of the results in the paper.
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1. Introduction

When people do a presentation, they may express their ex-
pression not only by their spoken language, but also by gestures.
However, it has not well studied the role of the gestures in a pre-
sentation. We conducted a series of experiments on Bibliobattle
settings because Bibliobattle has pleasant features to investigate
nonverbal information on presentation settings. Bibliobattle is
proposed by Taniguchi et al. [1]. Bibliobattle is regulated in time,
i.e., individual presenters have five minutes presentation on books
and two to three minutes follow for question and answering, so
we can systematically observe semi-structured speech as well as
interactive conversation. Also, we can have voting results by the
participants in Bibliobattle so that we can evaluate our method to
evaluate each listener’s level of interest to each presentation.

We conducted four Bibliobattle games and recorded book pre-
sentations by video cameras. We also used an optical motion cap-
ture system and recorded head movements of the participants. In
order to investigate the relationship between nonverbal actions of
the audience and the result of votes, we classified the audience’s
actions into three types,“nod”,“laugh” and “change posture,” and
analyzed co-occurrence of these actions among the audience. Our
results showed that there are co-occurrence of nonverbal actions
among the audience in Bibliobattles, however, it is hard to find
that a relationship between nonverbal actions of the audience and
the result of votes. We discuss the cause of the results in the pa-
per.

The contributions of the study are as follows:
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• Proposed to use Bibliobattle games to investigate nonverbal
information on presentation settings.

• Investigated co-occurrence pattern of body gestures using
motion capture system.

• Found roles of empathy in the presentation game.

2. Related Works

Our proposed approach is to infer listeners’ empathy and
agreement to a speech by the listeners’ nonverbal responses. This
is related to the general domain of conversation analysis, a study
of social interaction in situations of formal meetings and every-
day casual conversations. Traditional linguistic researches have
focused on verbal information such as semantic analysis and its
contextual understanding of contents of speech. But recently,
there have been many works focusing on nonverbal informa-
tion such as hand-gesture, head-gesture, gaze, turn-taking, pos-
ture, etc. produced by speakers and listeners during the conver-
sations [2]. The paper is in the context of the approach by fo-
cusing on listeners’ head-nods, laughter, and posture changing as
responses to a speech.

There have been works for detecting participants’ influence
levels in meeting, predicting next speakers [3], and indexing
meetings [4] in order to realize smart systems that are socially em-
bedded in our daily social setting and timely response to our in-
tention. Rienks et al. addressed the problem of automatically de-
tecting participant’s influence levels in meetings by easily sensed
features such as the number of turns and successful interrup-
tions [5]. Otsuka et al. propose a probabilistic framework to pre-
dict next speaker in casual multi-party conversation by gaze pat-
terns, head directions and utterances [6]. Kawahara et al. have at-
tempted to detect listeners’ understanding and level of interest on
poster presentations by multimodal information (pointing, gaze,
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nodding, backchannel and laughter) sensed by multiple types of
sensors [7] and applied its findings to a smart digital signage sys-
tem [8]. Katagiri et al. proposed a statistical method to estimate
proposals in multi-party consensus-building conversations with
head direction/movement and speech power [9].

We address the problem of inferring listeners’ empathy and
agreement to a short speech from nonverbal responses such as
nodding and laughter. Back-channel signals have a powerful ef-
fect on speakers [10]. Listeners’ head-nods and smiles give a
speaker positive feedback, for example agreement and approval.
The absence of back-channel signals is taken as a negative reac-
tion. We assume listeners’ empathy to speech is roughly evalu-
ated by the number of noddings and laughters. Stivers discussed
the role of nodding [11]. Our study also contribute the realm of
stance-taking on conversation analysis field.

3. Experiment

3.1 Experimental Field: Bibliobattle
We conducted four Bibliobattles in a series of experiments.

Twelve unique subjects aged 21 to 45 (11 males, 1 female) partic-
ipated in the series of experiments. Three presenters and audience
of three are participated in a Bibliobattle. That is, a cumulative
total of 24 subjects participated in the series of experiments. Each
Bibliobattle consists of three sessions and voting. The details of
each session and voting are as follows:
Session Each session consists of two periods, five minutes for

a presentation period and three minutes for a Q&A period.
In the presentation, a presenter introduces his/her recom-
mended book for 5 minutes without any materials excluding
the book. The presenter also acts as audience while another
presenter is giving his/her presentation. That is, in the pre-
sentation, there will be six participants, a presenter and audi-
ence of five. In addition, the order of presentation is decided
by Scissor-Paper-Rock.

Voting After all three presentations, participants vote by a show
of hands on the most interesting presentation introduced by
others. The vote-winner will be the champion book of the
Bibliobattle. This voting can be utilized as one of an evalu-
ation of a series of presentation. We investigate the relation-
ship between nonverbal information and this evaluation (i.e.,
result of the voting) in Bibliobattle.

Figure 1 shows our experimental setup in Bibliobattle; the au-
dience sat on a box in a semicircle with about 0.5 m spacing, and
listened to presentations. The seating order was random. That is,
each participant sat down in an unoccupied seat (i.e., box).

3.2 Equipment
In order to measure participants’ head motions, we employed

an optical motion capture system, OptiTrack V120. The system
consists of 14 cameras and its measurement area is about 8×8 m.
We attached an optical marker-set onto the top of a cap (shown in
the bottom left of Fig. 1) and asked each participant to wear the
cap. Using the motion capture system, it will be possible to detect
participants’ gestures and joint attention automatically. In addi-
tion to the motion capturing, we recorded each Bibliobattle using
four video cameras. As shown in Fig. 1, four cameras surrounded

Fig. 1 The experimental setup of a Bibliobattle experiment. We employed a
motion capture system and four video cameras to record participants’
behavior in Bibliobattles.

participants with 3 to 5 m distances. The recorded videos are used
for transcription of each presentation and investigating audience
behavior.

3.3 Analysis: Co-occurrence of Actions
In order to investigate the relationship between nonverbal in-

formation expressed by the audience and the results of the vote
in Bibliobattle, we analyzed recorded videos in terms of co-
occurrence of actions within the audience in particular. In the
analysis, we firstly classified audience’s actions into three types,
“nod”, “laugh” and “change posture.” The details of each type
are as follows:
Nod When the audience repeatedly moves his/her head up and

down, we classify the action as “nod.” This action expresses
one’s assent or understanding in general. The duration of
the action is varied from less than a second to a couple of
seconds.

Laugh When the audience laughs in response to the presenta-
tion, we classify the action as “laugh.” We distinguish the
action from wry smile because the expressions of these two
actions seem to differ from each other.

Change Posture When the audience changes his/her posture,
we classify the action as “change posture.” This type of ac-
tion includes re-cross his/her legs action, reseat action and
lean forward/backward action. This type of action indicates
changes of the audience’s interest level or increase/decrease
in concentration.

We then manually make annotations into each audience’s
movement by watching the series of recorded videos using a
video annotation software, iCorpusStudio [12]. Since the soft-
ware can play multiple videos and annotated timeline simultane-
ously (Fig. 2), it is suitable for the purpose.

Figure 3 shows that an annotated timeline of a session in
the Bibliobattle. We manually enumerated co-occurrence ac-
tions among the audience. As shown in Fig. 3, we enumerate
strictly overlapped annotations among subjects as co-occurrence
points. We not only enumerated the co-occurrence points, but
also counted the number of people involved in each co-occurred
action. We enumerated strictly overlapped annotations among
subjects as co-occurrence points. That is, if there is a gap be-
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Fig. 2 A screenshot of iCorpusStudio. The software plays multiple video
files and annotated timeline data simultaneously.

Fig. 3 An annotated timeline of a session in the Bibliobattle. We manu-
ally enumerate co-occurrence points (overlapped annotations among
subjects).

Table 1 The results of votes and the numbers of the audience’s actions in
Bibliobattle. Where N means ‘Nod’, L means ‘Laugh’ and CP
means ‘Change Posture’.

Bibliobattle 1
Number of Actions

Subject Num. of Votes N L CP
A 3 46 29 22
B 1 11 8 51
C 2 43 17 47

Bibliobattle 2
Number of Actions

Subject Num. of Votes N L CP
D - 29 11 27
C 1 142 32 39
B 5 90 48 44

Bibliobattle 3
Number of Actions

Subject Num. of Votes N L CP
E 2 58 43 27
F - 31 29 31
A 4 60 28 37

Bibliobattle 4
Number of Actions

Subject Num. of Votes N L CP
G - 24 18 24
B 4 83 8 44
C 2 144 22 40

tween two actions that occured almost the same time, we did not
consider them as co-occurred actions no matter how small gap.

4. Result

As the result of the series of experiments, we collected motion
data as well as videos for four Bibliobattles, 12 presentations in
total. Table 1 shows the results of each Bibliobattle. The num-
ber of votes indicated in bold face means the champion book of
each Bibliobattle. The subject A, B, A and B wins Bibliobattle 1,
2, 3 and 4 respectively. This table also shows the total numbers

Fig. 4 The numerical result of co-occurrence actions. The color means the
number of subjects involved in a co-occurrence action; blue, red,
green and purple means 5, 4, 3 and 2 respectively. The characters
placed at left side of each graph means subject ID and rank for the
Bibliobattle. For example, “A(1)” means subject ID is A and he/she
get the 1st place in the Bibliobattle.

of three actions, “nod”, “laugh” and “change posture,” of the au-
dience in each presentation. We could not find any implications
from the table excluding one fact that the total number of actions
does not affect the result of the vote.

4.1 Co-occurrence
We analyzed co-occurrence of actions among the audience.

The action of the audience often co-occured with one acted by
the others. In order to investigate a relationship between nonver-
bal information and the results of the vote in Bibliobattle, analyz-
ing co-occurrence of the actions seems to be promising. Figure 4
shows the numerical result of co-occurred actions.

The frequency of co-occurrences of positive non-verbal infor-
mation, “Laugh” in this analysis, seems to be excitement of the
presentation, also, “Nod” seems to be agreement of the presen-
ter’s argument. The results showed that the frequency does not
directly affect the result of voting for the champion book in Bib-
liobattle; for example, in Bibliobattle 3, subject A wins the battle
where the frequency of co-occurrence of “Laugh” action is much
lower compares to the others. However, it showed that it is neces-
sary to have an excitement (i.e., “Laugh”) and an agreement (i.e.,
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“Nod”) to win the Bibliobattle.
The result leaves much room for discussion. We will further

investigate the implications of the results in the future. The fol-
lowing points of view are considerable for the future work:
Classifying audience’s actions We classified the audience’s

action into three types, “nod”, “laugh” and “change posture.”
However, the nod action may include both positive and nega-
tive emotions. When we listen to a poor presentation, the nod
action means encouraging his/her presentation. We should
distinguish the nod action into positive and negative. Also
the criteria for classifying actions are considerable.

Criteria for determining co-occurrence point We enumerated
strictly overlapped annotations among subjects as co-
occurrence points. That is, if there is a gap between two
actions that occurred almost the same time, we did not con-
sider them as co-occurred actions no matter how small gap.
However, the durations of nonverbal actions are varied; for
example, the duration of the nod action will be less than a
second to a couple of seconds. It seems to be worthy to
make gap allowance to determine co-occurrence point.

Relationship between presenter and the audience In this
study, we focused on the audience’s nonverbal actions. How-
ever, the interactions between presenter’s action and/or ut-
terance and the audience’s action are worthy to investi-
gate. Also, the conversational analysis (i.e., the content of
utterances of the presenter) is required to understand co-
occurrence actions.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we analyzed the audience’s empathy by their
nonverbal behaviors in Bibliobattle. Biblobattle is a game where
the audience decides the most popular book by voting on books.
Since this voting can be utilized as evaluations of the presenta-
tion, it is suitable for investigation.

We conducted a series of experiments on Bibliobattle settings.
Four Bibliobattles are held in the series of experiments. We em-
ployed an optical motion capture system and four video cameras
to record the presentations and participants’ motions in Biblio-
battle.

We analyzed recorded videos in terms of co-occurrence of ac-
tions within the audience. Our result showed that there are co-
occurrence of nonverbal actions among the audience in Biblio-
battles, however, it is hard to find relationships between nonverbal
actions of the audience and the result of votes.

The result leaves much room for discussion and raises our fu-
ture work. In this study, we investigated the relationship between
the audiences’ nonverbal actions occurred in presentations and
the results of the vote, however, there are no strong correlation
between them. Since the audience’s empathy may increase when
the audience involved with the others interactively, we will widen
the scope of investigation to the whole of the session.

This study focused on the audience’s nonverbal actions; how-
ever, the interactions between presenter’s action and/or utterance
and the audience’s action are worth to investigate. We plan to
make transcripts of presentations and to investigate interactions
between presenter’s action and the audience’s (re)action. It will

contribute to clarify the role of the audience’s gestures in a pre-
sentation.
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